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Abstract. During April to July 2007 a combination of 10
spacecraft provided simultaneous monitoring of the dayside
magnetopause across a wide range of local times. The ar-
ray of four Cluster spacecraft, separated at large distances
(10 000 km), were traversing the dawn-side magnetopause at
high and low latitudes; the five THEMIS spacecraft were of-
ten in a 4 + 1 grouped configuration, traversing the low lat-
itude, dusk-side magnetosphere, and the Double star, TC-1
spacecraft was in an equatorial orbit between the local times
of the THEMIS and Cluster orbits. We show here a number
of near simultaneous conjunctions of all 10 spacecraft at the
magnetopause. One conjunction identifies an extended mag-
netic reconnection X-line, tilted in the low latitude, sub-solar
region, which exists together with active anti-parallel recon-
nection sites extending to locations on the dawn-side flank.
Oppositely moving FTE’s are observed on all spacecraft,
consistent with the initially strong IMFBy conditions and
the comparative locations of the spacecraft both dusk-ward
and dawn-ward of noon. Comparison with other conjunc-
tions of magnetopause crossings, which are also distributed
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over wide local times, supports the result that reconnection
activity may occur at many sites simultaneously across the
sub-solar and flank magnetopause, but linked to the large
scale (extended) configuration of the merging line; broadly
depending on IMF orientation. The occurrence of MR there-
fore inherently follows a “component” driven scenario irre-
spective of the guide field conditions. Some conjunctions al-
low the global magnetopause response to IMF changes to be
observed and the distribution of spacecraft can directly con-
firm its shape, motion and deformation at local noon, dawn
and dusk-side, simultaneously.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetopause, cusp,
and boundary layers) – Space plasma physics (Magnetic re-
connection)

1 Introduction

The Earth’s magnetopause and its surrounding boundary lay-
ers (magnetosheath boundary layer, low and high latitude
boundary layers, and the polar cusps) are key areas for
the study of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling across the
dayside and flank magnetopause. Research in recent years
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suggests that different plasma transport mechanisms can ex-
ist simultaneously at the magnetopause; controlled by condi-
tions external to the magnetosphere. In particular, the clock
angle (in the plane perpendicular to the sun-earth line) of
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is a critical param-
eter. For example, under southward IMF, or for orientations
tilted away from purely southward, magnetic reconnection
(MR, Dungey, 1961) is known to be the dominant dayside
process transferring momentum and energy into the Earth’s
magnetosphere: depending on the shear angle between the
adjacent magnetosheath and magnetospheric fields near the
magnetopause. Previous investigations have probed its oper-
ation (location and rate) at the dayside magnetopause (e.g.
Sonnerup, 1974; Sonnerup et al., 1981; Scurry and Rus-
sell, 1991; Dorelli and Raeder, 2005, 2007; Kessel et al.,
1996; Lockwood and Smith, 1992; Lavraud and Borovsky,
2008; Borovsky, 2008), and also the associated location of
the Earth’s cusps (Lavraud et al., 2004, 2005a), although
the large-scale properties of MR, such as the factors control-
ling its occurrence and the exact mechanism controlling tran-
sient reconnection, are still not very well understood. During
purely northward IMF, the main transport process remains
uncertain, since competing mechanisms may operate, such
as dual lobe reconnection (Bogdanova et al., 2005, 2008; On-
sager et al., 2001; Lavraud et al., 2005b, 2006), diffusion, and
plasma transport via Kelvin-Helmholtz waves (Hasegawa et
al., 2004a; Taylor and Lavraud, 2008; Nishino et al., 2011).
Multi-point measurements at the magnetopause are therefore
crucial for further investigation of these effects, since multi-
ple MR sites may exist (Dunlop et al., 2009; Pu et al., 2007)
and/or different transport mechanisms may occur simultane-
ously (Taylor et al., 2007).

Investigations into the operation of MR have searched for
both direct sampling of the magnetic X-line structure, with
its associated ion and electron diffusion regions, system of
Hall currents and null (zero) field values along the merging
line (see Drake et al., 1997; Fujimoto et al., 1997; Mozer et
al., 2002; Oiereset et al., 2001; Vaivads et al., 2004), and in-
direct monitoring of the occurrence and motion of bundles
of reconnected flux (flux tubes, Russell and Elphic, 1978;
Haerendel et al., 1978), which move in predictable ways
from an established X-line during periods of ongoing or in-
termittent reconnection (e.g. Wild et al., 2007; Dunlop et
al., 2005). The local magnetic shear angle varies with lo-
cation on the dayside magnetopause, however, so that the ac-
tual occurrence of MR tends to be patchy, or sporadic, across
the magnetopause (Paschmann et al., 1979). Current debate
distinguishes between those locations where this shear an-
gle is close to anti-parallel (anti-parallel reconnection, e.g.
Crooker, 1979; Crooker et al., 1998) and those which occur
for a range of shear angles across the magnetopause (com-
ponent reconnection, e.g. Sonnerup, 1970; Cowley, 1973,
1974a, b, 1976; Gonzalez and Mozer, 1974; Dorelli et al.,
2004; Hesse and Schindler, 1988; Craig and Henton, 1995),
since the role of a guide field in MR is important in control-

ling the onset and rate of the reconnection process. Anti-
parallel sites depend on IMF orientation. They tend to oc-
cur either near the dawn or dusk flank magnetopause (under
strongly tilted IMFBy GSM), or at high latitudes near the po-
lar cusps, or in the lobes (under northward IMF). Component
driven locations are most probable along the low latitude line
of maximum current for a given IMF tilt (the orientation of
the low-latitude, magnetic merging line around the sub-solar
point is predominantly controlled by the IMF clock angle).

Nevertheless, simultaneous measurements across the day-
side magnetopause, which would confirm actual onset lo-
cations of MR across the magnetopause surface, have been
sparse until recently. Early experimental evidence in fact
suggested a predominantly component driven occurrence of
MR on the dayside magnetopause, dominated by a (near sub-
solar) low latitude reconnection line, during both southward
or strongly East-West directions of the IMF (Paschmann,
2008); anti-parallel sites being typically limited to the lobe
regions, tailward of the Earth’s magnetospheric cusps, un-
der conditions of northward IMF (see Twitty et al., 2004;
Phan et al., 2007). More recent findings (e.g. Trattner et al.,
2007; Pu et al., 2007; Dunlop et al., 2009), however, have
provided evidence for the occurrence of both component
driven, low-latitude merging and anti-parallel, high-latitude
sites during strong IMFBy. Furthermore, a recent event-
based global MHD simulation has predicted MR occurring
simultaneously at low and high latitudes at large IMFBy
(Berchem et al., 2008). It is important, therefore, to gather
further, direct evidence of MR activity at many widely dis-
tributed locations on the magnetopause, particularly under
conditions of strong east-west IMF, in order to clarify such
behaviour.

The use of distributed spacecraft measurements in this
context has recently been enhanced through the coordi-
nated measurements of the Cluster, Double Star (DSP), and
THEMIS spacecraft (Escoubet et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2005;
Angelopolous, 2008). Previous multi-scale conjunctions be-
tween the Cluster and DSP TC-1 satellites have been anal-
ysed by Dunlop et al. (2005) and Wang et al. (2007). The
first paper confirmed that flux tubes observed at each space-
craft location originate from the same tilted X-line about the
sub-solar MP, suggesting that component driven MR oper-
ates predominantly at the low latitude MP. North-south mov-
ing flux tubes are able to be simultaneously observed only
because Cluster and TC-1 lie north and south of the X-line.
In the second paper (Wang et al., 2007), the separation of
TC-1 and Cluster along a flux tube confirms its tilt and mo-
tion as it is dragged around the dusk-side MP. Some statis-
tical analysis of reconnection flows observed by Cluster and
TC-1 under large IMFBy have also been performed by Pu
et al. (2005), implying that both component and anti-parallel
MR sites may co-exist at the MP and that an extended, S-
shaped X-line is probable (Trattner et al., 2007). The for-
mation, extent and sub-structure of the low-latitude bound-
ary layer and cusp and plasma transport during periods of
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the Cluster, TC-1 and THEMIS spacecraft during the epoch April–August 2007. The left hand panel shows the early
orientation with the five THEMIS spacecraft on the dusk-side magnetosphere (red orbits), TC-1 near noon (orange orbit) and the four Cluster
spacecraft on the dawn-side magnetosphere (blue orbits). One obit track is drawn in the cases of Cluster and THEMIS. The right hand panel
shows the orientation at the end of the phase and the centre panel shows the overall coverage across the magnetopause, as seen from the sun.

northward IMF have been investigated with other spacecraft
conjunctions and also using ground radar data (Dunlop et
al., 2008; Bogdanova et al., 2008). Flux tube structure has
also been studied by Owen et al. (2008) and Hasegawa et
al. (2004b).

All these studies can be extended using additional space-
craft and the launch of the THEMIS spacecraft provided an
opportunity to use an extended set of distributed, measure-
ments on multiple spatial scales. For example, during April
to August 2007, and as shown in Fig. 1, the coordinated
operation of the four Cluster spacecraft, the Double Star
TC-1 and the five THEMIS spacecraft together produced a
unique combination of 10 in-situ satellite measurements at
the magnetopause, producing a series of simultaneous con-
junctions which allowed multi-scale exploration of the con-
jugate response of the dayside MP across a wide range of lo-
cal time. Other spacecraft (such as Geotail, Polar, and TC-2)
are also available for certain events. This type of configu-
ration allows us to study the spatial distribution and evolu-
tion of MR (on both dawn-dusk flanks simultaneously) and
the inner structure of the reconnection layer, particularly un-
der conditions of strong IMFBy. In the sections below, we
first outline these measurements and the experimental con-
figuration, concentrating on a particular close conjunction
and summarising some related additional events. The first
event uses these widely spaced measurements to show un-
ambiguous evidence for an extended reconnection line across
the whole of the dayside magnetopause; along the length of
which (at least) patchy regions of MR occur. Complementary
evidence for locally generated MR regions, operating both
near the flank magnetopause and from a tilted, sub-solar X-
line, under strongBy is provided by the other conjunctions.

2 Measurements

2.1 Multi-point dataset

The in situ multi-point measurements used here are taken
from the plasma and field instruments onboard the four-
spacecraft ESA Cluster mission (Escoubet et al., 2001), TC-1
(one of the two spacecraft on the Chinese Double Star mis-
sion (Liu et al., 2005) and from the five THEMIS spacecraft
(Angelopolous, 2008) in their “string of pearls” configura-
tion. The four Cluster and TC-1 spacecraft carry almost
identical Flux Gate Magnetometers (for descriptions of each
FGM, see Balogh et al., 2001, and Carr et al., 2005), which
provide calibrated data to an accuracy of less than 0.1 nT, and
at 22.4 Hz, and similar electron and proton mass spectrome-
ters on each spacecraft (Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et
al., 2005; R̀eme et al., 2001, 2005), capable of measuring the
thermal plasma populations in the overall energy range 3 eV–
40 keV. The field and plasma instruments on THEMIS have
a different design to those on Cluster and TC-1 (Auster et al.,
2008; McFadden et al., 2008) but produce measurements in a
similar energy range and resolution. Suitably time lagged so-
lar wind magnetic field data from the ACE spacecraft (Smith
et al., 1998) is also used.

2.2 14 June 2007

Figure 2a shows one of a series of conjunctions of these ten
spacecraft, which were all situated south of the equator and
distributed around the magnetopause in local time and where
the overall transition is from the magnetosphere to the mag-
netosheath. The four Cluster spacecraft were in a tetrahedral
configuration at∼10 000 km separations and were travelling
outbound on the near equatorial dawn flank (inbound Clus-
ter magnetopause crossings are at high southerly latitudes).
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Fig. 2. A coordinated magnetopause encounter of the 5-THEMIS, TC1 and 4-Cluster spacecraft.(a) Shows the spacecraft locations in the
equatorial plane (with the 4-Cluster and THEMIS B–E spacecraft configurations indicated), where the time interval of the data plot in(b)
is indicated on the orbit segments (drawn for longer time intervals). The dashed line is a cut through a model magnetopause (Sibeck et
al. 1991), as indicated.(b) Shows multi-spacecraft, magnetic field data for all 10 spacecraft in boundary normal co-ordinates (whereL

is aligned to the background field tangential to the magnetopause andn is the magnetopause normal). Only the field magnitude and the
N andL components are shown here. The colours used to indicate each spacecraft are: black, red, green, and magneta, for Cluster 1–4
and THEMIS A–D, and blue for both TC-1 and THEMIS-E. The lower panel on the right hand plot shows the clock angle (the angle of
the IMF in the Y,Z plane, measured fromZ), calculated for Cluster 1 (in the magnetosheath continually after 04:00 UT), THEMIS B (in
the magnetosheath after 03:50 UT) and the OMNI data. The insets show zoomed time intervals for the selected FTEs to better show the
signatures in these cases.

The five THEMIS spacecraft were outbound in a near equato-
rial 4 + 1 configuration at∼14:00 LT and the TC-1 spacecraft
was also outbound at low southerly latitudes, at∼10:00 LT.
Figure 2 shows a projection in the GSE X,Y plane so that the
local time separation between the spacecraft can be seen. The
spacecraft configurations for THEMIS and Cluster have been
enlarged by the factors indicated for clarity and we have fol-
lowed the Cluster sequence colours for THEMIS (A-black,
B-red, C-Green, D-magenta, E-Blue). The plot also shows a
fitted, model magnetopause at the time of the magnetopause
crossings (taking a Pram =2 nPa and southward IMF).

During the traversal, the IMF turns southward from an ini-
tially strong +By, while the solar wind ram pressure slowly
increases (see Fig. 2b). These conditions produce a series of
magnetopause crossings at all spacecraft within a period of
about 40 min (see Fig. 2b, where the first and last crossings
are indicated, together with the main sequence of Cluster and
THEMIS crossings around 04:00 UT). The cut in the XY
plane through the fitted magnetopause is atZGSE∼ −2RE
(the mean position of the spacecraft) and fits the relative posi-
tions of THEMIS and TC-1 at the time of their MP crossings
very well. The Cluster spacecraft appear to actually cross late
into the magnetosheath, implying a tilting or flaring of the
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Table 1. The direction of motion (d) and speed (Vd ) of the
FTE signatures, using de Hoffmann-Teller analysis, on Cluster and
THEMIS where available, seen during the 14 June 2007 event. Here
the IMF was initially in+By, and turns into−Bz (after 03:50), the
solar wind ram pressure was steadily increasing.

SC FTEs d(deHT) Vd (km s−1)

TH A 04:46:36 0.18−0.02 0.98 83.67
TH B 04:00:09 −0.38 0.62−0.69 71.77

TH C
03:59:27 −0.92−0.08−0.38 62.79
04:14:43 −0.35 0.85 0.41 61.58

TH D
03:59:50 −0.52 0.46−0.72 90.74
04:14:28 −0.39 0.92 0.01 93.98

CL 3
03:48:51 −0.41−0.10−0.91 130.47
03:52:13 −0.59−0.28−0.76 134.30
04:01:53 −0.56−0.30−0.78 161.18

CL 4
03:48:52 −0.61−0.36 0.71 165.44
03:52:14 −0.88−0.47−0.06 309.20
04:01:53 −0.89−0.45−0.13 268.44

magnetopause surface for the initially strongBy conditions
(the predicted position of Cluster is deeper into the magne-
tosheath at the time of the crossings). This flaring is sup-
ported by the results of boundary normal analysis (using both
minimum variance (MVA) and de Hoffmann-Teller analysis
where plasma data is available) at the crossings. Magne-
topause velocities are high at THEMIS, ranging from∼100–
200 km s−1, and low at Cluster∼30 km s−1, which are con-
sistent with the tailward orientation of Cluster. At this loca-
tion the magnetopause has a tangential orientation with re-
spect to the sun-Earth line so that the effective (projected)
inwards motion is lower than at the sub-solar position.

Figure 2b shows the multi-spacecraft magnetic field data
from all 10 spacecraft during the exits into the magne-
tosheath (here Cluster and TC-1 have been combined to
form a five spacecraft plot, with TC-1 corresponding to the
blue trace, and therefore match the five THEMIS colours).
These data have been transformed into individual MVA co-
ordinates for each spacecraft (labelledN , M, L, after Rus-
sell and Elphic, 1978, whereN is the magnetopause nor-
mal,L is in the (ZGSM,N ) plane,M completes a left-handed
set and GSM is the geocentric solar magnetospheric coordi-
nate system) to highlight both the magnetic shear inBL at
the crossings and the existence ofBN FTE signatures, as-
sumed to be induced by passage of reconnected flux tubes.
In fact the plasma data (not shown here) indicate that the
Cluster spacecraft lie mainly in the magnetosheath, although
spacecraft 1 shows clear re-entries into the magnetosphere
around 03:45 UT, just before the THEMIS crossings begin.
These exits are revealed also in the lower panel of Fig. 2b,
which shows the clock angles. Cluster 1 picks up a local
magnetosheath orientation between 03:40 and 03:50 UT, and
then follows the OMNI estimate of solar wind clock angle,

along with THEMIS B, after about 03:55 UT. The southward
turning after 04:00 UT is also apparent at all the locations.
The Cluster location is in fact consistent with anti-parallel
flank magnetospheric and magnetosheath fields. Immedi-
ately following the Cluster exits, the THEMIS spacecraft
cross the magnetopause one by one, with THEMIS E (blue
trace) showing a short magnetopause reversal. THEMIS B–
E are in a bunched configuration as shown in the left hand
panel, but THEMIS A lags behind somewhat, producing a
later crossing at 04:42 UT. This last crossing just happens to
be simultaneous (within 1–2 min) with the crossing of TC-
1 (04:40 UT) and occurs after the main southward turning of
the IMF. Throughout the interval, at all spacecraft, some FTE
signatures (bipolar signatures in theBn component) can be
seen. The polarity of these FTEs suggest that initially (during
the strong IMFBy), most represent reconnected flux tubes
which are moving eastward (and tailward) at the THEMIS B–
E spacecraft (which appear to cross the magnetopause south
of the predicted sub-solar reconnection line), westward and
northward at TC1 (which therefore crosses north of the im-
plied reconnection line) and westward (and tailward) at the
Cluster spacecraft.

Table 1 shows a summary of the analysis of FTE calcu-
lated motions (note that there is a lack of plasma ion data
for C2, TC-1, and THEMIS E, and no clear FTEs were iden-
tified at C1), which confirm these directions. In particular,
it is clear that at the THEMIS B–D spacecraft all FTEs, ex-
cept one, show a southward component to their motion, as
expected for a position just south of a sub-solar X-line (see
discussion of Fig. 3a). The FTEs seen by the C3 spacecraft
also have strong southward motion. At the C4 spacecraft,
however, there are mixed (north and south) motions (d in Ta-
ble 1) and we suggest this indicates local generation of flux
tubes at the near anti-parallel flank location (we would expect
reconnected flux tubes, arriving at Cluster from the sub-solar
region, to have consistently strong, westward and northward
motion as discussed later). During the time of the last cross-
ing (04:42 UT), at THEMIS A and TC-1, the FTE motions
are northward, consistent with the predicted turning of the X-
line into theYGSE direction for the strongly southward IMF.
This X-line orientation results in both THEMIS A as well as
TC-1 lying just north, and very near, the X-line. We should
note here, however, that although more detailed study of the
plasma distributions (Dunlop et al., 2011) confirm that TC-1
indeed exits northward of the reconnection line, the bi-polar
(FTE) signature at TC-1 is not clearly associated with a re-
connected flux tube signature (and is omitted from Table 1).

This implied extent and orientation of the sub-solar merg-
ing line was identified further using model fits (Cooling et
al., 2001; Trattner et al., 2007) for the ambient conditions, as
shown in Fig. 3. The Cooling fit of the expected reconnec-
tion line, and map of predicted motions of reconnected flux
tubes on the MP, in the left hand panel is for the IMF and
solar wind conditions pertaining for the period just before
the last crossings at TH-A and TC-1 (the final reconnection
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the Cooling analysis of FTE motions from a predicted sub-solar X-line (taken as the position of maximum
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line, as predicted by the Maximum Magnetic Shear Model (Trattner et al., 2007). Nearby spacecraft locations are shown as black crosses,
and the black line is the final orientation of the fitted (Cooling) merging current line.

line orientation, for the most southward IMF orientation, is
also drawn and this fitted Cooling orientation is drawn on the
right hand panel also). The positions of Cluster, THEMIS
and TC-1 are indicated. It can be seen that, not only are the
expected flux tube motions consistent with those obtained
from the data analysis above, but also the expected X-line
locus threads the TC-1 and TH-A positions very closely. A
rotation (or reforming) of the reconnection line, as the IMF
turns progressively southward, results in the earlier THEMIS
spacecraft crossing south of it (southward and duskward mo-
tion of reconnected flux tubes), while TH-A crosses north of
it (northward moving flux tubes).

The right hand panel of Fig. 3 reflects this analysis, by
showing the regions where the field was near anti-parallel
using the same draped magnetosheath field from the Cool-
ing model. The key additional information here, however,
is that the implied extension of the probable locus of recon-
nection sites to those regions where the fields are close to
anti-parallel, reveals that Cluster is situated close to these
anti-parallel flank locations. It is hard to see how a sim-
ple extension of the sub-solar merging line would result in
flux tubes passing by the Cluster locations. Furthermore,
flux tubes which are locally generated near Cluster would
tend to have southward velocity components, as observed in
Table 1, whereas those generated by sub-solar reconnection
would tend to have northward velocity components.

2.3 Other close conjunctions

Related events, involving multi-scale conjunctions of the
spacecraft at the magnetopause, were observed on the 3 May,
28 June and 28 May 2007. The first two occurred during a
period of active reconnection and all the events are shown in
Figs. 4, and 5 in the same format as Fig. 1.

2.3.1 The 3 May 2007 conjunction

Figure 4 shows an event which has also been reported by
Fear et al. (2009). The IMF in this case was directed
strongly dawnward (see right hand side of Fig. 4a), rather
than duskward, and then southward, in the case of the
14 June 2007 event, but it is nevertheless instructive to com-
pare it here since this event also showed simultaneous FTEs,
predominantly at both Cluster and THEMIS. The left hand
panel of Fig. 4a shows the spacecraft locations, in the same
projection as before, and the right hand panel summarises
the magnetic field data and clock angle information. The
clock angles show that THEMIS B picks up the local mag-
netosheath orientation as it exits after 12:00 UT and that the
local magnetosheath orientation at Cluster 1 closely follows
the OMNI estimate of IMF clock angle. The clock angles
broadly agree at all locations in the magnetosheath or solar
wind, and remain close to the−By orientation for most of the
interval. Since Cluster is inbound at high southerly latitudes
for this conjunction, three cuts through the MP have been in-
dicated, corresponding to the heights (that is theZGSE posi-
tion) of each spacecraft location. At∼14:00 UT, THEMIS is
outbound, but skimming the magnetopause (as shown) near
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Fig. 4. A similar conjunction at the magnetopause, also reported by Fear et al. (2009), showing evidence of active reconnection in a similar
format to Fig. 1:(a) summarises the ten spacecraft encounter which occurred under conditions of steady IMF−By and steady solar wind
ram pressure. The lower panel on the right hand plot shows the clock angle, calculated for Cluster 1 (in the magnetosheath until 15:50 UT),
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Fig. 5. A conjunction between the four Cluster and five THEMIS spacecraft, during an initially northward IMF, in a similar format to Fig. 1.

the equatorial plane and TC-1 is inbound, approximately
−5RE south of the equator. The MP cuts suggest that all
spacecraft are expected to be located near the magnetopause
at this time, and at their various heights.

As indicated by the first two vertical black lines in the
right hand panel of Fig. 4a, TC-1 crosses the MP first at
∼11:30 UT, then enters the magnetosphere at 12:15 UT, hav-
ing encountered FTEs in the preceding interval. The other
two vertical black lines mark the core overlap interval for sig-
natures seen between Cluster and THEMIS. Cluster remains
in the magnetosheath just upstream of the magnetopause un-
til the later crossings of THEMIS at∼15:45 UT. Throughout
the time interval shown, the THEMIS spacecraft straddle the
MP boundary, so that all THEMIS spacecraft at times cross
the MP one by one. After 12:00 UT, for example, the outer
spacecraft (C) is in the magnetosheath and the inner space-
craft (A and E) are in the magnetosphere, with the other two
moving repeatedly across the boundary. A standard MP sur-
face (after Sibeck et al., 1991), fitted to solar wind pressure,
matches these actual MP encounters well, implying that the
magnetopause is well shaped and coherent for this encounter.
In fact, the motion of all crossings of the magnetopause is
slow and does not show large changes in motion.

All spacecraft also show FTE signatures for this event and
those occurring for the main period of overlap with the other
spacecraft are summarised in Table 2, together with their po-
larity as implied by theirBN component. We list the FTE

signatures corresponding to Cluster 3, THEMIS C and TC-1
only, for simplicity, in the table. The THEMIS spacecraft see
FTEs through nearly the whole interval (∼10:30–14:30 UT),
while TC-1 sees a number of FTEs before 12:00 UT and the
Cluster spacecraft see FTEs after about 11:45 UT, as they ap-
proach the MP. A number of additional FTEs to those iden-
tified by Fear et al. (2009) are listed here for TC-1. In order
to identify these FTEs observed by TC-1, we have carried
out additional hodogram analysis of the magnetic field vari-
ation for all FTE-like signatures (not shown here). We find a
clear indication of indentations as would be caused by a re-
connected flux tube in both the L-M and L-N planes of the
magnetic field. This analysis further suggests that the FTE-
like signatures result from flux tube passage. The Walén test
for some of these intervals failed, perhaps due to the fact that
the spacecraft did not cross the Alfvén wave, or rotational
discontinuity (RD), during the FTE crossing (see Lockwood
and Hapgood, 1998).

In fact, the FTE populations are approximately balanced
for all spacecraft, given their respective locations: TC-1 sees
FTE signatures until it begins to cross the MP into the mag-
netosphere (entering rather steeply as seen by the orbit path),
while the THEMIS spacecraft remain skimming the mag-
netopause boundary throughout the interval and therefore
continue to see FTEs (implying that reconnection is ongo-
ing during this time). The Cluster spacecraft see increas-
ing numbers of FTEs as they approach near enough to the
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southern magnetopause surface. The polarities of the FTEs
on THEMIS and TC-1 are consistent with the broad expecta-
tion from a strongly east-west direction of the IMF, as would
arise from a common, strongly tilted, sub-solar X-line, as
found by Fear et al. (2009) and as plotted in Fig. 4b. Here
we show the Cooling model fits for two key times, as indi-
cated, and the locations of the spacecraft are shown. The im-
plied motion is confirmed by the predicted paths of the recon-
nected flux tubes resulting from each X-line orientation and
is calculated in Table 2, for each FTE. The majority of FTEs
observed at THEMIS are travelling most strongly eastward,
so that the polarity test fails for a few of the FTE signatures
seen, whereas the polarities calculated for TC-1, also east-
ward moving, are consistent with the consistently southward
components obtained. Nevertheless, these motions agree rea-
sonably well, for both spacecraft locations, with the implied
directions predicted from the Cooling test, as shown in the
left hand panel of Fig. 4b, calculated for the main overlap
interval for the FTEs on THEMIS, Cluster and TC-1. We
should note that he predicted speeds are rather higher that
those found from the analysis (such discrepancy has been
commented on before, however, by other authors, e.g. Wild
et al., 2007).

These results place TC-1 just east of the merging current
line predicted from the fitted Cooling model (see Fig. 4b).
At this location, however, TC-1 would be expected to see the
largest number of flux tubes to be consistent with the num-
ber seen at the THEMIS spacecraft, even if the extent of the
X-line is limited, since THEMIS continues to see many FTE
signatures over more than 2 h, implying continuous recon-
nection activity throughout this time. In addition, the south-
ward components of the motion of each signature at TC-1
are rather larger than expected from the directions predicted
from the Cooling model. This argument leads us to a con-
sideration of the FTEs seen at Cluster, and here we find that
all calculated motions at Cluster have very strong southward
components, even for the early FTE seen at 11:44 UT, and
also are as populous as those seen at THEMIS. The right
hand panel of Fig. 4b shows the Cooling fit for the later
interval, corresponding to the main overlap with THEMIS
and Cluster. The predicted motions at Cluster do not have
large southward components and are directed predominantly
westward. The calculated motions at Cluster show only
small westward components, implying that the majority of
the FTEs seen at Cluster are not arising from the subsolar
region. It is therefore possible that at Cluster and THEMIS,
or at least at the Cluster spacecraft, locally generated flux
tubes are being seen at their flank locations, as suggested
for the 14 June event. We cannot rule out, however, that,
despite the constant solar wind conditions, which are main-
tained throughout this interval, the reconnection rate changes
over the long period of time of these observations.

Table 2. The direction of motion (d) and speed (Vd ) of the FTE
signatures, using de Hoffmann-Teller analysis, seen during the 3
May 2007 event shown for (a) Cluster-3 and (b) THEMIS-C. Here
the IMF was directed into−By.

UT (C 3) Polarity d(deHT) Vd (km s−1)

11:44:43 −/+ −0.44−0.20−0.88 171.82
12:46:23 −/+ −0.46−0.26−0.85 190.91
13:11:54 −/+ −0.60−0.19−0.77 243.53
13:18:00 −/+ −0.65−0.18−0.74 251.81
13:26:09 −/+ −0.66−0.39−0.64 266.89
13:39:54 −/+ −0.66−0.23−0.72 241.78
13:43:19 −/+ −0.64−0.21−0.74 251.28
13:50:10 −/+ −0.65−0.17−0.74 235.84
14:04:32 −/+ −0.51−0.25−0.82 220.82
14:17:36 −/+ −0.55−0.20−0.81 228.10

UT TH-C Polarity d(deHT) Vd (km s−1)

10:28:04 +/− −0.70 0.71 0.06 131.25
10:45:32 +/− −0.25 0.18−0.95 271.62
11:09:30 +/− −0.24 0.49 0.84 160.73
11:18:35 +/− −0.11 0.26 0.96 183.54
11:22:44 +/− −0.67 0.73−0.12 221.43
11:36:44 +/− −0.67 0.68−0.31 158.60
11:39:38 −/+ −0.54 0.60 0.59 132.69
11:45:13 −/+ −0.37 0.93 0.06 55.95
11:51:23 +/− −0.69 0.73−0.05 163.75
12:15:02 +/− −0.66 0.73−0.16 176.74
12:24:25 +/− −0.68 0.71−0.15 207.61
12:37:20 +/− −0.71 0.70−0.12 183.07
12:42:11 +/− −0.69 0.70−0.18 175.23
12:46:01 −/+ −0.69 0.69−0.21 186.23
12:57:15 +/− −0.65 0.76 0.05 210.43
13:00:00 +/− −0.70 0.71−0.03 211.83
13:01:39 +/− −0.71 0.69−0.14 234.71
13:06:30 +/− −0.72 0.69−0.11 238.83
13:11:13 +/− −0.71 0.70−0.11 206.52

TC-1 Polarity d(deHT) Vd (km s−1)

10:41:50 −/+ −0.49 0.65−0.58 126.70
11:12:59 −/+ −0.43 0.83−0.35 145.78
11:15:52 −/+ −0.59 0.69−0.42 134.49
11:29:54 −/+ −0.39 0.88−0.27 148.77
11:36:31 −/+ −0.51 0.85−0.10 120.88
11:40:33 −/+ −0.35 0.90−0.28 121.92
12:00:42 −/+ −0.45 0.85−0.27 183.57
12:01:52 −/+ −0.45 0.86−0.24 165.29
12:03:49 −/+ −0.57 0.32−0.76 126.21

2.3.2 The 28 June 2007 conjunction

Figure 5 shows a conjunction between the THEMIS and
Cluster spacecraft while TC-1 remained in the magneto-
sphere. Both Cluster and THEMIS are near equatorial. The
event occurred while the IMF was initially northward, but
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turned into strong−By at about the time of the TH-A cross-
ing (vertical red line). The solar wind pressure was steady
during the interval. The THEMIS spacecraft are outbound
so that the THEMIS B–E spacecraft exit during northward
IMF, while TH-A exits during strongBy. At the same time
the Cluster spacecraft are near apogee far on the dawn flank,
just upstream of the MP. The THEMIS B–E spacecraft ap-
pear to see no reconnection activity, and in fact see evidence
of a PDL and a mirror mode band in the magnetosheath. This
is evident in|B| and theBL component at about 13:05 UT in
the lower right hand plot of Fig. 5, which shows an almost
constant lower level for the band of dropouts in|B|. At the
time of the TH-A crossing, the character changes, so that the
PDL and mirror band appear to be absent, and one large FTE
signature (at 13:32 UT), together with two smaller amplitude
signatures (at 13:28 and 13:30 UT) are observed. These FTEs
have duskward and northward motion, as expected for this
IMF and the position of TH-A. This change in character be-
tween the exits of the THEMIS spacecraft, suggests a rapid
response of the conditions at the magnetopause to the sudden
change in IMF orientation, within a few hours of noon.

Despite the lack of reconnection signatures at THEMIS B–
E, while the IMF was predominantly northward, the Clus-
ter spacecraft observe a number of FTE signatures through-
out the period 12:40–14:20 UT at their location on the dawn
flank. Although not shown here, all the Cluster FTEs have
been analysed and are are moving tailward around the flank,
so that we cannot rule out the possibility that after 13:30 UT
Cluster began to see at least some FTEs arising from the
sub-solar region. The majority of these FTEs, however, have
strong southward motion both before and after 13:30 UT. We
suggest that this again implies there is local generation of re-
connected flux tubes at this flank location, since there is no
evidence of reconnection (at THEMIS) in the sub-solar re-
gion before 13:30 UT.

3 Discussion

The analysis of the 14 June 2007 event suggests that the
extended locus of possible reconnection sites (as shown in
Fig. 3b) follows closely the three LT locations of the space-
craft for the ambient conditions of the event and supports
the interpretation that these near simultaneous encounters are
consistent with both a tilted X-line in the dayside LLBL and
anti-parallel sites extending into flank locations, with near
simultaneous activity all along the region. Based on the
paradigm of component driven MR, this configuration is con-
sistent with the initialBy orientation of the IMF and has been
predicted by other authors as well as being sampled at one or
another site using limited spacecraft coverage (for example,
see the discussion in Phan et al., 2004; Retino et al., 2005,
and as highlighted in the Introduction here). Nevertheless,
we believe this is the first time the occurrence of MR, operat-
ing at the same time all across these locations has been shown

and is a direct result of the special extended configuration of
spacecraft realised by the combined THEMIS, Cluster and
DSP missions.

In the context of component reconnection, the turning of
the IMF from an east-west orientation, to southward, pro-
duces a tilted, but possibly reforming (or rotating) sub-solar
X-line (modelled in Fig. 3a), so that the THEMIS B–E space-
craft pass south of the tilted merging line, while TH-A passes
north of it. For the last crossing, this merging line threads the
TC-1 and TH-A positions so that these spacecraft, separated
by ∼10RE either side of noon, each cross the MP simultane-
ously very close to reconnection sites (Dunlop et al., 2011).
The results presented above show that the observed FTEs are
consistent with this scenario (northward FTEs at TH-A and
TC-1 and southward FTEs at THEMIS B–E). Furthermore,
the motions of the few observed flux tubes seen at Cluster
were shown to be unlikely to originate from these sub-solar
sites. The Cluster FTEs have both mixed and southward mo-
tions (Table 1), which are more consistent with local gener-
ation at the (anti-parallel) flank location. In fact, the highest
and inner most located spacecraft, Cluster 4, expected to be
most likely to lie above the local reconnection line, shows
one northward FTE, whereas Cluster 3 does not. Similarly,
although one FTE at TH-C has a northward component, it is
seen later, at 04:14 UT, following the southward rotation of
the IMF. Thus, the motions of FTEs are broadly consistent
not only with the large scale pattern depicted by the Cool-
ing model, but also with local generation at high probability
(anti-parallel) sites on the flanks (for this IMF orientation).
Although the evidence is also consistent with the occurrence
of patches of MR activity, which then generate the observed
populations of reconnected flux tubes, this activity is seen to
be localised to the extended merging line, rather than from
random sites (as suggested by Nishida, 1989), so that the
large scale configuration across the magnetopause is main-
tained.

The reconnection signatures tracked here are also being
investigated with a global MHD model for the observed up-
stream conditions (see Berchem et al., 2008), which shows
evidence of possible reconnection activity present at the
THEMIS, TC-1 and Cluster locations, broadly in agreement
with the in situ analysis. Future work will analyse fur-
ther the plasma distributions for these conjunctions. For the
14 June 2007, in particular, the THEMIS data show highly
complex signatures in theBN components. These have been
analysed, together with the bulk plasma flows where avail-
able, by Hasagawa et al. (2010) and suggest the presence of
multiple or reforming X-line structure at this time.

This interpretation of locally generated reconnected flux
tubes (away from the sub-solar region) is also suggested by
the analysis of the 3 May 2007 event, where large num-
bers of FTEs are seen at all ten spacecraft, whereas slightly
fewer than expected are seen at TC-1. The IMF orienta-
tion, predominantly inBy, does not suggest strongly anti-
parallel locations in this case. It is possible, however, that
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the TC-1spacecraft enters deeply into the magnetosphere too
soon for many FTEs to be sampled (see the orbit locations
in Fig. 4a): TC-1 lies in the magnetosheath, and at the
MP boundary, only before 12:00 UT. Although the Cooling
model, shown in Fig. 6b, confirms that the direction and mo-
tion of the observed FTE at TC-1 and THEMIS are broadly
consistent with their locations relative to the sub-solar merg-
ing line, TC-1 has stronger southward motions than expected
for a Cooling fit which incorporates the THEMIS observa-
tions also. Furthermore, it should also be noted here that in
the study of Fear et al. (2009), the lack of FTEs seen at TC-
1 was interpreted as a limit on the extent of activity along
the tilted merging line. Placing such a limit on the Cool-
ing model fit (for example, by raising or shortening the as-
sumed extent of the subsolar X-line, as in Fig. 4), can result
in TC-1 lying outside the locus of possible flux tube tracks,
while Cluster and THEMIS lie on expected flux tube paths.
Nevertheless, the Cooling model fit, modified for the IMF
orientation (slightly northward and inBy) corresponding to
the main over lapping interval∼13:00–14:00 UT (shown in
the right hand panel of Fig. 4b), results in expected flux tube
tracks that also place Cluster at the edge of the field of ex-
pected flux tubes (note that Cluster lies at southerly latitudes
in this event) and imply strongly westward motion at Clus-
ter. While the direction, and motion, of the FTEs seen at
THEMIS are broadly consistent with the modelled motions
shown in Fig. 4b (i.e. strongly duskwards), those seen at
Cluster all have stronger southward motion than expected for
a purely sub-solar X-line. We conclude that this event sug-
gests that both local flank and sub-solar sources are probable
to explain the signatures seen at all spacecraft.

The third event 28 June 2007, shown in Fig. 5a, also re-
veals a large number of FTEs, seen at Cluster’s flank lo-
cation, while the IMF had a northward and dawnward ori-
entation. In this case, however, Cluster is again close to
equatorial and there remains a high local shear between the
magnetosheath and magnetospheric fields (see the relative
orientations ofBL as each Cluster spacecraft straddle the
MP boundary). At the same time, THEMIS B–D, near the
sub-solar point, do not detect any FTE signatures. By the
time of the THEMIS A crossing, after the IMF rotation from
northward to a strongBy orientation, a large northward and
duskward moving FTE observed, which is consistent with its
position relative to a sub-solar merging line. It is probable,
therefore, that the sites of active reconnection regions, op-
erating around the MP in this case, re-distribute themselves
rapidly following this turning of the IMF. In fact, FTE signa-
tures are seen throughout the whole interval shown in Fig. 5a,
at Cluster’s flank location, and are assumed, at least initially,
to be sourced from local flank reconnection sites, whereas
sub-solar reconnection appears to switch on as the IMF ro-
tates into its southward orientation. This behaviour is also
consistent with the inherently “component” driven scenario,
irrespective of the guide field conditions for IMF orientation.

We also note in passing that the MP fits underlying the in-
vestigation of reconnection activity have also provided some
case-based confirmation of the global response of the mag-
netopause. Many statistical studies have been carried out to
determine the global shape of the MP under differing exter-
nal pressure and IMF (Sibeck et al., 1991; Shue et al., 1998),
however there have been few distributed, multi-spacecraft
encounters such as we have here to check global shape for
particular events. We have found that, although in a mean
sense the surface model used here (Sibeck et al., 1991) pro-
vided a good fit to the actual encounters, particularly for the
THEMIS and TC-1 near equatorial locations either side of
noon, clearly large deviations can occur at the flank posi-
tion of the Cluster spacecraft particularly under the predomi-
nantly strongBy orientation of the IMF. These statements are
justified by the MP fits shown in Figs. 2a, 4a, and 5.

4 Conclusions

Reconnection signatures have been tracked across a wide
range of local times, using conjunctions of 10 spacecraft
around the magnetopause and predictions from the Cooling
model, which broadly confirm a number of features of the
occurrence and motion of reconnected flux tubes and hence,
by implication, confirms the simultaneous operation of MR
across the MP, which is primarily localised to the extended
merging line, not only along the sub-solar merging line but
simultaneously at other favourable locations across the MP.
For example, the conjunctions discussed here have provided:

1. Confirmation of east-west opposite moving FTEs, con-
sistent with a tilted X-line following the IMF orientation
(typically under strong IMFBy).

2. Confirmation that there is simultaneous generation of
reconnected flux tubes far from local noon, arising from
anti-parallel flank sites for at least one conjunction,
since there is often a high FTE occurrence at Cluster
& THEMIS positions.

3. Confirmation that there can be a rapid re-distribution of
MR sites, resulting from a change in IMF orientation
from northward IMF to strongBy.

Although the results shown here are consistent with the for-
mation of patches of reconnection which then generate the
observed populations of reconnected flux tubes, this activ-
ity (although, by implication, variable) therefore maintains a
large scale configuration across the magnetopause. The oc-
currence of MR broadly depends on IMF orientation, and
therefore inherently follows a “component” driven scenario
irrespective of the guide field conditions. This result is in
agreement with previous observations (Trattner et al., 2004;
Retino et al., 2005) and with numerical simulations (Swis-
dak et al., 2005), but has been shown here for the first time
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to occur simultaneously at widely separated sites along the
extended merging line.

In addition, the particular distribution of spacecraft around
the MP has provided good confirmation of the MP morphol-
ogy for individual events and has been able to resolve partic-
ular global response to a number of dynamic conditions. For
example, simultaneous MP crossings on the dawn-side and
dusk-side show a skewed MP shape on the flank location,
under conditions of strongBy and decelerating MP compres-
sion can be confirmed with changing solar wind dynamic
pressure.
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